
URP!TM REVIEWER’S GUIDE
URP!™ is a platform puzzle game designed for Apple iOS by Crazy Tooth Studio in Reno, Nevada, USA. Players join the lovable Urp™ 
character on a journey from galaxy to galaxy saving planets. Planets are 360˚ puzzle levels that need to be “stabilized” by pushing balls 
into their corresponding holes. Urp™ can also collect three eggs per planet level and coins to be used in the Urp™ Store. Completing a 
level unlocks the next and completing a whole galaxy of levels unlocks bonus planet levels. Players can earn badges for each level by 
collecting all the coins on that level or by collecting everything (coins and eggs). 

Each new galaxy brings new and exciting challenges along with completely new aesthetic environments to explore. Mechanics are added 
along the way making room for new challenges and increased difficulty.

Visiting the Urp™ Store allows the player customize their Urp™ character by changing the color or pattern and even adding accessories 
such as hats, eyewear, and shoes. Most of these items boost Urp™’s abilities, creating game-changing possibilities. 

Throughout the game experience, the player is also provided with pieces to the URP!™ story in the form of colorful, comic book-style 
animations, culminating in Urp™ saving the universe... with a few surprises.

50 achievements are available through Apple’s Game Center.

Dynamic Menus Great Controls Urp Store - Custom Character

360˚ Levels Challenging Puzzles

System Requirements:
iPhone4s and Newer

iPad2 and Newer

iPad Mini and Newer

Features:
• 360˚ Level Experience
• 60 Levels + 7 Bonus Levels
• Engaging Story
• Badges for All Coins & Perfect
• 50 Game Center Achievements
• Customizable Character
• Dynamic Menus
• In-App Purchases
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Now Available In
The Apple App Store
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